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Tutkimuksen tavoitteena oli selvittää kohdeyrityksen vielä julkaisemattoman 

konttiteknologiaan perustuvan virtualisoidun hosting-palvelun tuottamaa arvoa, muodostaa 

kyseisen palvelun arvoketju sekä analysoida luotua arvoketjua. Diplomityö tehtiin 

kvalitatiivisia tutkimusmenetelmiä hyödyksi käyttäen tapaustutkimuksena. Kerätty ja käytetty 

data oli pääosin kvalitatiivista, ja se koostui haastatteluista sekä aiemmin tehdyistä 

tutkimuksista ja kyselyistä. Työssä käytettiin myös kvantitatiivisena datana tilastoja. Kerättyä 

dataa vertailtiin keskenään yhteneväisyyksiä ja eroavaisuuksia etsien tutkimuksen teoreettisen 

viitekehyksen näkökulmasta. 

 

Tutkimuksen teoreettinen viitekehitys perustuu arvonluonnin, kilpailuedun ja arvoketjun 

kirjallisuuteen. Vielä julkaisematonta konttiteknologiaan perustuvaa virtualisoitua hosting-

palvelua sovellettiin tähän luotuun teoreettiseen viitekehykseen. Työssä tarkasteltiin kyseisen 

palvelun tuottamaa arvoa asemoiden sitä vallitsevaan markkinaan sekä verraten sen vastausta 

kysyntään. Palvelun tuottamisen vaiheiden pohjalta luotiin palvelun oma arvoketju ja 

arvoketjuanalyysi. 

 

Tutkimuksessa selvisi, että vielä julkaisematon konttiteknologiaan perustuva virtualisoitu 

hosting-palvelu kykenee vastaamaan korkeimpiin vaatimuksiin ympäristöstä riippumatta. 

Tähän perustuen palvelun suurimmaksi yksittäiseksi arvontuoton elementiksi todettiin 

joustavuus ja että palvelun kilpailustrategian tulee olla differoituminen. Palvelun arvoketjun 

tukeviksi toiminnoiksi tunnistettiin yrityksen infrastruktuuri, ulkoiset verkostot, 

henkilöstöosasto, hankintaosasto ja teknologian kehitys. Ensisijaisiksi toiminnoiksi 

tunnistettiin myynti & markkinointi, esitutkimus & pilotti, uuden palvelun suunnittelu, 

toimeenpano, luovutus asiakkaalle, käyttö & palvelut sekä käytöstä poisto. Viimeiseksi 

arvoketjun osaksi tunnistettiin marginaali ja brändipääoma. Tehdyn arvoketjuanalyysin 

pohjalta arvoketjun tärkeimmiksi osiksi todettiin esitutkimus & pilotti, uuden palvelun 

suunnittelu sekä käyttö & palvelut. 
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The objectives of this study were to identify case company’s unpublished container-based 

hosting service’s main value, create its value chain and analyse created value chain. Thesis is 

a case study made with using qualitative methods. Gathered data used were mainly qualitative 

which consist of interviews as well as earlier research and inquiries. Statistics were the only 

quantitative data used in this study. Data were analysed comparing it among each other to find 

both similarity and disparity from the point of view of the theoretical framework. 

 

The theoretical framework of this thesis is based on literature of value creation, competitive 

advantage and value chain. Case company’s unpublished container-based virtualized hosting 

service were applied to created theoretical framework. The value created by the service were 

analysed by comparing it to markets and the demand. Based on the phases that service’s life 

cycle has, the value chain was created, and value chain analysis was done. 

 

It was discovered that unpublished container-based hosting service can fulfil even the highest 

requirements in demand regardless of the infrastructure. Due to that, it was stated that 

service’s most value creating element is flexibility, and competitive strategy should be 

differentiation. The formed value chain’s support activities were stated to be firm 

infrastructure, external networks, human resource management, procurement and technology 

development. Value chain’s primary activities consisted of sales & marketing, feasibility 

study & pilot, design of new service, operations, handover, product use & service and end of 

primary use. It was discovered that the last part of the services’ value chain is margin and 

brand equity. Based on the value chain analysis, it was found that the most important parts of 

the services’ value chain are feasibility study & pilot, design of new service and product use 

& service. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

In this introductory chapter, first, the background of the research and the need for this study is 

presented. Then the aims, the research questions and the scope of the research lay the borders 

and the groundwork for this thesis. Lastly, the research methodology and the data used are 

introduced with the structure of the thesis. 

 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Information and communication technologies (ICT) have diffused wide on society and it has 

rapidly evolved today’s industries and businesses (Giotopuolos et. al. 2017, p. 60). This 

widespread use of ICT is crucial for economic activity because it directly increases 

productivity, boosts economic growth and generates complementary innovations that improve 

total factor productivity (TFP) (Diaz-Chao et. al. 2015, p. 1439). 

 

Benefits of the use of ICT in companies has increased the growth of their exploitation and 

demand for a long time. For an example, the usage of cloud computing services in companies 

of over 10 employees in Finland has grown from 51% to 74% only in five years and 90% of 

Finnish companies with at least 100 employees are using cloud computing services 

(Tilastokeskus 2019). According to Diaz-Chao (et.al. 2015, p. 1439) investments made in ICT 

increase firms’ productivity, and due to that, higher rates of return can be achieved compared 

to physical investments, which can be seen as one of the reasons for increased demand. 

 

One of the biggest changes in last 10 year has been the Docker’s exploding entrance into the 

scene in 2013 which has caused a lot of excitement in IT circles ever since (Rubens 2017). 

Most modern developers consider Docker’s introduction as a start of the modern container 

era. However, containers are not relatively new although their wide use of them is. For an 

example, versions like FreeBSD Jails and AIX Workload Partitions were the first containers 

and they were published over a decade ago (IBM 2019). Gartner (Christiansen 2019) 

estimates that “By 2023, more than 70% of global organizations will be running more than 

two containerized applications in production, up from less than 20% in 2019”. Forbes’ Senior 
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Contributor Janakiram MSV (2018) listed the rise of the containers & Kubernetes in the 

enterprise datacenter as one of the five modern infrastructure trends to watch out for in 2019. 

 

There are two main reasons behind increasing usage of containers: First, they have similarity 

to commonly used and more traditional virtual machines, but containers have extra benefits to 

offer (Kubernetes 2020). Compared to virtual machines, containers are lightweight, portable, 

more flexible, more efficient and more cost-efficient. From the financial point of view 

efficiency is important, but there is also the sustainability perspective to consider. Climate 

Home News (Vidal 2017) estimates that by 2025, ICT industry could emit up 5,5% of the 

world’s carbon emissions and use 20% of global electricity. To put those estimations into 

perspective, only US, China and India would be ahead. Secondly, most “blueprints” for 

containers are available for free which makes it easy to developers to start offering their own 

container-based services to their customers. For an example, both Docker and Kubernetes, the 

most common platforms for containers, are both open-sourced (Docker docs 2020; 

Kubernetes 2020). 

 

However, containers have their weaknesses as well. According to Tripwire’s study, 60% from 

311 companies had faced container security incident within the past year (Lapena 2019). High 

agility and flexibility that containers provide have caused situations where even the owners 

haven’t been aware of the security vulnerabilities (Tak et.al. 2018, p. 116). The evolution and 

development of container-based technology is so fast that most of the IT-employees’ know-

how is falling behind, which is the first main reason behind security incidents. British 

government’s Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency (CCTA) developed ITIL 

during the 1980s. ITIL has been decades a framework of best practices for delivering IT 

services (White & Greiner 2019) and ITIL is already fallen behind as well. That causes 

misunderstandings in responsibilities and tasks, which causes security vulnerabilities as well. 

 

ICT-service providers have their own concerns about containers as well. Although the 

demand for ICT-services has long been and still is increasing, ICT-service providers see 

containers as a disruptive factor for their own business. Containers need less manual work 

than traditional VM’s, which means ICT-service providers’ billable work hours are 

decreasing. 
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As demand for containers is going up, billable work hours of ICT-service providers are going 

down, there has not been much research about containers and there is seems to be no way to 

change the trend. The only option that remains is to find ways to take advantage of the 

situation, and that’s the reason why this research is made. 

 

 

1.2 Aims, research questions and scope of the research 

 

Three research questions have been formulated to direct the research and to transform the 

proposed objectives and scope of the research into clearly defined goals. The first research 

question is: 

 

1. What kind of value do container-based hosting services provide? 

 

The objective of the first research question is to piece together the main value what container-

based hosting services provide to customers. The first research question lays the groundwork 

for the second and the third research question as well. The second research question is: 

 

2. What kind of value chain do container-based hosting services have? 

 

The second research question is continuation for the first one and aims to portray the value 

creation of container-based hosting services in a form of a chain. Objective is to recognize 

value chain’s parts and the connections between them. The third research question is: 

 

3. What are the most important parts of the value chain of container-based hosting 

services? 

 

The third research question underlies the deeper analysis of the value chain. The main 

objective of the third research question is to pinpoint the most important parts of the value 

chain by identifying its parts’ significance in general view of the value chain and compare 
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their relative dependency to each other. The deployment of the research questions and their 

relation to research objectives are presented in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Research questions and research objectives 

 

 

The research is limited to value creation and value chain of container-based hosting services. 

Because the customer needs vary in different sized companies, the scope of the value creation 

is limited to the customer segment of small and medium sized enterprises. To afford more 

detailed information about the value chain to the case company, the scope of the value chain 

is limited to Telia Inmics-Nebula Oy’s actions. 

 

 

 

1.3 Methodology and data 
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In terms of research methodology, this thesis is a qualitative and exploratory case study. 

Typically, case study aims to analyze specific issues within the boundaries of specific 

environment, situation or organization (Research Methodology 2019). “Exploratory case 

study data collection method is often accompanied by additional data collection method(s) 

such as interviews, questionnaires, experiments etc.” (Research Methodology 2019). 

 

In this thesis, most of the gathered qualitative data consists of both formal and informal 

interviews in the case company. Additionally, the research and inquiries made by Telia 

Inmics-Nebula heretofore are used. Even though there does not exist much research about 

containers, research, surveys and inquiries made by other private organizations are used as 

well. 

 

The gathered data have been chosen to be used as it has great diversity of empirical and 

scientifically point of view. The data used is recent, trustworthy and can be seen independent 

even though all the interviews were made with employees of the case company. Data is 

analyzed from the scientific point of view of value creation and value chain to find both 

similarity and disparity. 

 

 

1.4 Structure of the thesis 

  

This thesis has four parts and consists of seven chapters. The first part, research deployment, 

and first chapter of the whole study introduces thesis’ background, aims, research questions, 

scope, methodology and the data used. 

 

Theoretical part consists of chapters two and three, which lay the literature groundwork for 

the empirical part. Chapter two concentrates on value creation, whereupon chapter three 

centers on value chain. 

 

The empirical part has two chapters; chapter four open ups the case, collected data and the 

analysis of the gathered data, and in chapter five theoretical framework is applied to case 

company’s container-based hosting services. 
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Last part of the study is named “Conclusions” in which the sixth chapter presents answers to 

research questions, analysis of the results with discussion and future research. The last chapter 

of the study summarizes thesis’ main points and key findings. The research process of this 

study is presented in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Thesis' research process 
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2 VALUE CREATION 

 

This is the first chapter of thesis’ theoretical part and presents the theory on value creation and 

competitive advantage. The first part concentrates on value creation and presents definition of 

value with elements of B2B value. The latter part focuses on competitive advantage where 

porter’s five forces analysis and generic competitive strategies are introduced. 

 

 

2.1 Definition of value 

 

According to one of the most influential market-oriented value creation developers Michael E. 

Porter (1985, p. 38) “In competitive terms, value is the amount buyers are willing to pay for 

what a firm provides them.” Kotler (2000, p. 11) lists several ways to increase the value of the 

customer offering. The ways are: raise benefits, reduce costs, raise benefits and reduce costs, 

raise benefits by more than the raise in costs and lower benefits by less than the reduction in 

costs. Ways to increase value can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Ways to increase customer value (Kotler 2000, p. 11) 
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However, absolute truth from definition of value has not yet to be found but “many authors 

agree on two issues: a customer value proposition should be defined from customer 

perspective, and it has a key strategic role within the organization in pursuit of competitive 

advantage” (Rintamäki et. al. 2007, p. 622). When identifying successful customer value 

proposition, two independent but interrelated key factors can be used: competitive advantage 

and customer value (Rintamäki et. al. 2007, p. 622). 

 

 

2.2 Elements of B2B value 

 

Eric Almquist, Jamie Cleghorn and Lori Sherer (2018, p. 75) from Bain & Company’s 

research team identified 40 fundamental elements of value to business-to-business buyers. 

Almquist (et. al. 2018, p. 75) have divided the elements in five categories, which are: table 

stakes, functional, ease of doing business, individual and inspirational. Categories and the 

elements inside of them are piled in the shape of pyramid. On the bottom of the pyramid are 

the elements which bring more objective value. In turn, the elements that offer more 

subjective value are placed higher (Almquist et. al. 2018, p. 75). The pyramid of 40 

fundamental elements of value is represented in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. The B2B Elements of Value (Bain & Company 2018) 

 

 

Table stakes: meeting specifications, acceptable price, regulatory compliance, and ethical 

standards are on the bottom of the pyramid (Almquist et. al. 2018, p. 75). According to 

Almquist (et. al. 2018, p. 75) “Elements at the base of the pyramid have long been easy to 

measure, and competing on them has been straightforward.” 
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On the table stakes are functional elements, and according to Almquist (et. al. 2018, p. 75) 

they “address companies’ economic or product performance needs such as cost reduction and 

scalability”. Functional elements still get the most focus from both buyers and sellers, because 

delivering them have long been priority in many old-line industries (Almquist et. al. 2018, p. 

75). 

 

On the third level are elements such as cultural fir and seller’s commitment, which are the 

first elements to involve subjective value for buyers (Almquist et. al. 2018, p. 75). 

Accordingly, to its name, “Ease of doing business level” makes it easier to do business 

including elements that increase customer’s productivity and improves operational 

performance (Almquist et. al. 2018, p. 75). However, more emotional elements are harder to 

implement because isolating and quantifying of them is more difficult (Almquist et. al. 2018, 

p. 77). 

 

On the second highest level elements bring to buyers both personal (reduced anxiety and 

aesthetics) and career related (increased marketability or network expansion) subjective value 

and the elements on this level of the pyramid address highly emotional concerns (Almquist et. 

al. 2018, p. 75). Buyers have a lot of responsibility to spend money well and their decisions 

may affect firm’s revenue and other employees (Almquist et. al. 2018, p. 75). Due to that, fear 

of failure often nags individuals who are accountable for purchases and that makes suppliers 

able to benefit from offering risk reduction and reputational assurance (Almquist et. al. 2018, 

p. 77). 

 

Inspirational elements: vision, hope and social responsibility on top of the pyramid will help 

buyers to feel more comfortable about the future and the changes it will entail (Almquist et. 

al. 2018, p. 77). 

 

 

2.3 Porter’s five forces analysis 

 

According Porter (1985, p. 4) “the first fundamental determinant of a firm’s profitability is 

industry attractiveness”. The attractiveness is the result of competition, the rules of which are 
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very important to acknowledge and understand to be able to take advantage of it (Porter 1985, 

p. 4). Porter (1985, p. 4) illustrates the competition in industry with five competitive forces: 

the entry of new competitors, the threat of substitutes, the bargaining power of buyers, the 

bargaining power of suppliers and the rivalry among the existing competitors. Porter’s five 

forces analysis’ parties and relations among them can be seen in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The Five Competitive Forces that Determine Industry Profitability (Porter 1985, p. 

5) 

 

 

The five forces all together will determine the circumstances for a firm to operate in the 

market and therefore determine the industry profitably (Porter 1985, p. 5). From the Figure 5 

can be seen, that for the industries in the middle, less pressure from the forces is more 

profitable and vice versa. The impact of the five forces varies in different field of industries 

and the relations of the forces may, and usually will change over time (Porter 1985, p. 4). 
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There are both direct and indirect impacts: for an example, the prices that firms can charge 

from customers depends on buyers bargaining power, threat of substitutes and the rivalry 

among both existing firms and industry newcomers (Porter 1985, p. 5). Porter’s theories have 

faced criticism and different kind of views. In this case, Brujil and Gerard (2018, p. 2-3) claim 

that firms priced profitably are not easily affected if there is growth in industry, threat of new 

entrants largely depends on entry barriers, and strong monopoly kind of market situations for 

both suppliers and buyers to gain much bargaining power are rare. Five forces will put 

pressure to invest on advertising, sales force and product development (Porter 1985, p. 5) but 

in any case, firms should try to find ways to improve regardless of the pressure. 

 

According to Porter (1985, p. 5) “The strength of each of the five competitive forces is a 

function of industry structure, or underlying economic and technical characteristics of an 

industry.” Evolution of industry can change the relative strength of the forces and affect 

industry profitability either positively or negatively (Porter 1985, p. 7). Elements of industry 

structure and the determinants of them are presented in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Elements of Industry Structure (Porter 1985, p. 6) 

 

 

 

 

2.4 Competitive advantage and generic competitive strategies 

 

As mentioned before, the first fundamental determinant is industry attractiveness (Porter 

1985, p. 4). According to Porter (1985, p. 11) “The second central question in competitive 
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strategy is a firm’s relative position within its industry”. There are two reasons why the 

positioning is relevant: 

 

1. Whether a firm’s positioning is above or below the industry average among 

competitors (Porter 1985, p. 11). 

 

2. If the positioning is above average, high rates of return can be earned even the 

industry structure would not be favorable and/or the industry’s average profitability 

would be moderate (Porter 1985, p. 11). 

 

Porter (1985, p. 11) highlights that in the long run, sustainable competitive advantage is 

the key in above-average performance. Ways to create competitive advantage and reasons 

behind them are many, but usually they can be categorized under two basic types: low 

cost and differentiation (Porter 1985, p. 11). 

 

Low cost and differentiation, the two basic types of competitive advantage combined with 

the firm’s competitive scope, either broad or narrow target lead to three generic strategies 

to get and stay on the top 50% in any industry: cost leadership, differentiation and focus 

(Porter 1985, p. 11). Depending on firm’s competitive advantage, the focus strategy relies 

either on cost or differentiation (Porter 1985, p. 11). The three generic strategies are 

presented in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Three Generic Strategies (Porter 1985, p. 12) 

 

 

In the long run, a fundamental basis to achieve success is to forget the “all things, to all 

people”-mindset and just focus on which type of competitive advantage to look for and in 

what scope can it be attained (Porter 1985, p. 12). To simplify, competitive advantage 

answers to question “how?” and the competitive scope answers to question “for who?” (Porter 

1985, p. 12). The routes to strategic choice sound logical but that underlying matter of fact is 

that the choice is at the heart of the strategy and far from simple to select and implement 

(Porter 1985, p. 11-12). 

 

Cost leadership strategy has a broad target and aims to be the cheapest choice on the market 

(Porter 1985, p. 12). Economies of scale, proprietary technology and preferential access to 

raw materials are good examples of factors to make possible to pull this strategy (Porter 1985, 

p. 12). It is notable, that to achieve success with this strategy, usually firm must be the cost 

leader, not just one of the low-cost choices (Porter 1985, p. 13).  Cost leader still can’t ignore 
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the basis of differentiation because the product or service should still be comparable and 

acceptable to its buyers (Porter 1985, p. 13). 

 

In differentiation strategy, a firm selects one or more attributes that customers see valuable 

and tries to be unique in its industry to meet those needs (Porter 1985, p. 14). Usually 

differentiation is based on product or service itself, the delivery system or the marketing 

approach (Porter 1985, p. 14). The key to achieving success with this strategy is to keep the 

cost of differentiation lower than the premium price gotten from the product or service sold 

(Porter 1985, p. 14). As opposed to cost leadership strategy, in differentiation strategy there is 

no need to be “differentiation leader” because there may be so many valued dimensions that 

all of them cannot be matched (Porter 1985, p. 14). However, it is crucial to find right 

attributes to be somehow unique and aim to either cost parity or proximity among competitors 

(Porter 1985, p. 14). 

 

As opposed to cost leadership and differentiation, the focus strategy’s competitive scope is 

narrow (Porter 1985, p. 15). In focus strategy, one or only a few segments are chosen and then 

strategy is tailored to serve them (Porter 1985, p. 15). According to Porter (1985, p. 15) “By 

optimizing its strategy for the target segments, the focuser seeks to achieve a competitive 

advantage in its target segments even though it does not possess a competitive advantage 

overall”. Focus strategy’s variants are cost focus in which a firm seeks a cost advantage in its 

target segment(s) and differentiation focus in which a firm seeks differentiation in its target 

segment(s) (Porter 1985, p. 15). Focus strategy relies on atypical needs of buyers in which 

suppliers with a broad target are not able to match (Porter 1985, p. 15). 

 

Three generic strategies have their own strengths, weaknesses and each of them is a potential 

threat to the others (Porter 1985, p. 20). By knowing the risks of the generic strategies, the 

vulnerability of other’s can be used to own advantage when attacking or preparing to against 

other’s attacks (Porter 1985, p. 21). The risks of different strategies can be seen in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Risks of the Generic Strategies (Porter 1985, p. 21) 
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3 VALUE CHAIN 

 

This is the second chapter of thesis’ theoretical part and presents the theory on value chain 

and customer journey mapping. At first Porter’s generic value chain is presented with its 

updated version of the added-value chain. Customer journey mapping is introduced lastly, to 

bring a more customer-oriented approach to value creation. 

 

 

3.1 Value chain 

 

According to Porter (1985, p. 33 & 36) all the activity of a firm, such as designing, producing, 

marketing, delivering and supporting, can be represented using a generic value chain, which is 

a systematic way of examining all the activities a firm performs and how they interact. 

However, nowadays firms can rarely handle all the functions on their own and rather rely on a 

complex network of partners and suppliers, and due to that, they are becoming increasingly 

relevant (Vilko & Ritala 2016, p. 26). 

 

Porter (1985, p. 33-34) claims that firm’s value chain is part of the larger stream called value 

system where suppliers value chains create upstream value, which is an input of a firm’s value 

chain. The value a firm’s value chain creates usually passes through channel value chains 

before reaching buyer’s value chain (Porter 1985, p. 34). Based on theory of Porter’s five 

forces analysis, both supplier’s value chains and channel’s value chains can affect on firm’s 

performance in the middle (Porter 1985, p. 34). Understanding firms’ fit in the overall value 

system is necessary for gaining and sustaining long-term competitive advantage (Porter 1985, 

p. 34). Value system is represented in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. The Value System (Porter 1985, p. 35) 

 

 

However, new technologies and changing markets with global competition Porter’s view of 

value system has become outmoded and new ways to create value have opened (Norman & 

Ramirez 1993, p. 65). Norman and Ramirez (1993, p. 65-66) highlight that firms are not just 

adding value to the each other’s value chains, but they are reinventing value and co-producing 

it together. With these actions firms together create and maintain ecosystems. Porter’s view 

that firms must fit in the overall system is somewhat right, but according to Brujil and Gerard 

(2018, p. 7) it is more important to create opportunities within the ecosystem, grasp on those 

opportunities and make use of the capabilities that are available. 

 

In a firm’s level, the Porter’s generic value chain consists of two main parts: value activities, 

which are physically and technologically distinct activities a firm performs, and margin, 

which makes the difference between the total value and the collective cost of performing the 

value activities (Porter, 1985, p 38). The generic value chain can be seen more detailed in 

Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. The Generic Value Chain (Porter 1985, p. 37) 

 

 

The value activities are divided in to two parts: primary activities, which include physical 

creation, sales and transportation to the buyer and the support activities, which accordingly 

have supporting roles, but are still necessary in the big picture (Porter 1985, p. 38). Dotted 

lines reflect the support and association of procurement, technology development and human 

resource management to all primary activities (Porter 1985, p. 38). Firm infrastructure has no 

connection to primary activities but supports the entire chain (Porter 1985, p. 38). 

 

 

3.2 Added-value chain 

 

Business and its functional activities have changed significantly since the 1980s’ when Porter 

introduced his generic value chain (McPhee & Wheeler 2006, p. 40). McPhee & Wheeler 

(2006, p. 40 & 45) used Porter’s value chain model to create expanded version called added-

value chain which matches modern challenges and today’s realities. As Porter has faced 
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criticism that his theories are firm-centric, in added-value chain firm is seen as a part of larger 

community (McPhee & Wheeler 2006, p. 44). 

 

Added-value chain has “-set of business activities extracted from a broad range of business 

models plus a revised definition of value that incorporates, brand, reputation, and the 

relationship-based value drivers of the firm, like social capital or goodwill (McPhee & 

Wheeler 2006, p. 40). All the old parts: support activities, primary activities and margin have 

been updated, which can be seen from Figure 11. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. The added-value chain (McPhee & Wheeler 2006, p. 41) 

 

 

Support activities have one new part, external networks, which provides an opportunity to co-

create unique value. External networks may consist of other firms, educational institutions, 

communities, governments, civic organizations and groups of customers (McPhee & Wheeler 

2006, p. 41) 

 

Primary activities have three new parts: supply chain management, product use and end of 

primary use. From supply chain management firm can create value having activities such as 
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product development partnerships, sharing of production knowledge, R&D and product 

quality (McPhee & Wheeler 2006, p. 41). Product use consists of managing customer 

networks, outsourcing as well as product testing and development (McPhee & Wheeler 2006, 

p. 41). After customer have finished with product, end of primary use activities such as 

leasing management, product take-back, management of secondary markets and recycling end 

the chain of primary activities (McPhee & Wheeler 2006, p. 41). 

 

Margin is renamed to “margin and brand equity”. In added-value chain definition of value is 

converted from traditional profit margin alone to the sum of net margin plus brand equity and 

other intangible assets such as leadership quality, innovative capability (McPhee & Wheeler 

2006, p. 40). 

 

 

3.3 Customer journey mapping 

 

Customer journey mapping (CJM) is a technique to plot the complete sum of experiences and 

decisions that customers go through businesses (Heuchert 2019, p. 531; Klie 2014, p. 20). The 

outcome of this technique is called CJ map and as technique takes customer’s point of view, it 

gives a better understanding of customer experience for a firm (Heuchert 2019, p. 531). Main 

target of CJ map is to create value and improve customer experience (Del Moro 2016). 

 

In CJ map high complexity of customer experience is simplified and all the customer’s 

interactions with a firm are portrayed as touchpoints (Heuchert 2019, p. 532). All these 

interactions with a firm, such as calling a customer care phone number or visiting firm’s web 

site are recognized and touchpoint for each one of them is made (Klie 2014, p. 20). Then the 

touchpoints are put into chronically order (Heuchert 2019, p. 532). There are different kind of 

ways to create a CJM depending on infrastructure, product, service et cetera. An example of 

customer journey and generic attribute mapping is portrayed in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Customer Journey Modeling Example and Generic Attribute Mapping (Heuchert 

2019, p. 536) 

 

 

According to Rawson (et.al. 2013, p. 90) “Touchpoints matter, but it’s the full journey that 

really counts”. By identifying touchpoints and fixing problems in them, firm can optimize 

specific journey, but to transform the overall customer experience, detailed road map for each 

journey is needed (Rawson et.al. 2013, p. 93-94). Meaning by that, firm should do additional 

research about different kind of customer journeys and identify which journeys have the 

greatest impact on customer satisfaction and business outcomes (Rawson et.al. 2013, p. 94). 
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4 CASE STUDY: CONTAINER BASED VIRTUALIZED HOSTING 

SERVICES IN TELIA INMICS-NEBULA 

 

This is the first empirical chapter of this thesis and presents the case study in which 

theoretical framework is applied. At first, case description introduces case company Telia 

Inmics-Nebula, unpublished container-technology based hosting service Managed Kubernetes 

as well as evolution of virtualization with Kubernetes in which Managed Kubernetes is based 

on.  Latter part focuses on both collecting and analyzing of data which presents what kind of 

data is used, how it is collected, why is it collected and how data used in this study is 

analyzed. 

 

 

4.1 Case description 

 

Telia Inmics-Nebula is a Finnish ICT-company based in Finland and owned by Telia Finland 

Oyj. With over 500 professionals and 10 offices all over Finland, Telia Inmics-Nebula serves 

its B2B-customers with large portfolio of ICT-services. Telia Inmics-Nebula’s revenue was 

156,7 m€ on 2019. Telia Inmics-Nebula is merged from four companies: Inmics, Nebula, 

Datainfo and the owner, Telia Finland Oyj. Its roots reach as far as to year 1989, when both 

Inmics and Datainfo were founded. Merger and its chapters can be seen in Figure 13.  
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Figure 13. Telia Inmics-Nebula merger 

 

 

It is notable from Figure 13, that current shape of Telia Inmics-Nebula is only a half-year-old 

even the history of its parts reach over last millennium. Due to the long history of three 

separated firms and different corporate cultures with relatively short collective journey, Telia 

Inmics-Nebula is in building stage, and therefore looking for its identity and is building unity. 

However, according to Jarno Kekäläinen, who has been Chief Executive Officer at Telia 

Inmics-Nebula for a year now, states that, “firm has outstandingly talented, innovative and 

skilled employees”. Telia Inmics-Nebula’s main short-term objective is to integrate 3 separate 

operating models into one, supported with processes and underlying IT, and when achieved, 

there lays huge potential. The owner Telia Finland Oyj has a strong brand as a 

telecommunication operator among consumers and B2B-customers, which is causing twisted 

prejudice about Telia Inmics-Nebula. According to CEO Kekäläinen, “Telia Company’s 

strategy is to be New Generation Telcon in which ICT-services have larger volume and the 

change is taking its time”. CEO Kekäläinen also states that, “Telia Inmics-Nebula needs to 

address perception to customers in who they were and what they are now”. “Nevertheless, 

being under Telia Company has already its own benefits in a form of economies of scale and 

benefits of Telia’s strong brand are soon to be seen. SWOT analysis of Telia Inmics-Nebula is 

presented in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Telia Inmics-Nebula SWOT 

 

 

 

The firm aims to be the best ICT-partner available to its customers and to achieve that, relies 

on commercial understanding, ICT-expertise and excellent service. Telia Inmics-Nebula’s 

services are divided in four segments: Working & effective weekday, Safe & ensured activity, 

Growth & new business and Digital business. Services and their content can be seen more 

detailed in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Telia Inmics-Nebula’s services 

 

 

As Telia Inmics-Nebula aims to be the best, the service portfolio needs to be comprehensive. 

Not all the details are listed, but to describe services more practically, Working & effective 

weekday consist of services such as software updates, mobile devices, computers, office 

applications and customer service to solve IT-problems. In turn, Safe & ensured activity 

includes real time control, global cloud services, internet connections and information security 

consulting. Growth & new business is about technology consulting, architecture 

modernization, journal control solutions and journal analytics. At last, Digital business 

includes websites, transaction control, process automatization and tools for analytics. 

 

Although Telia Inmics-Nebula’s portfolio of services is already encompassing, new services 

are developed for changing customer needs. One of the Telia Inmics-Nebula’s unpublished 

services is Managed Kubernetes. Managed Kubernetes is container-based hosting service 

which provides customer-oriented control and security for Kubernetes container orchestration. 

According to Telia-Inmics Nebula’s consultant Lasse Kurkela, “Managed Kubernetes is 

always tailored on customer’s needs, has large portfolio of tools and accessories as well as 

great flexibility for different kind of infrastructures”. For an example Managed Kubernetes 
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can be run in public clouds, in Telia Inmics-Nebula’s Cloud9, or in customer’s own 

infrastructure. By monthly fee, customer can totally focus on usage of Kubernetes-

environment, and all the control, security, maintenance and updates are taken care by Telia 

Inmics-Nebula’s professionals. 

 

Kubernetes is Google’s “portable and extensible open-sourced platform for managing 

containerized workloads and services, that facilitates both declarative configuration and 

automation” (Kubernetes 2020). The ecosystem of Kubernetes is large and rapidly growing, 

and the services, support and tools are widely available (Kubernetes 2020). Kubernetes is 

based on container deployment which has much in common with virtualized deployment but 

provides extra benefits (Kubernetes 2020). To understand better the usefulness of container 

deployment, it is desirable to look back in time. (Kubernetes 2020). The evolution from 

traditional deployment era to modern container era can be seen from Figure 16. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Evolution of virtualization (Kubernetes 2020) 

 

Traditional deployment era applications were run on physical servers, which caused resource 

allocation issues due to a disability to define resource boundaries for applications (Kubernetes 

2020). As a result of lacking the boundaries, applications would underperform in situations 

where one application would take up most of the resources (Kubernetes 2020). Running each 
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application on different physical server would have resolved the problem, but having multiple 

physical servers would have caused underutilization and was expensive as well (Kubernetes 

2020). 

 

To solve both underutilization and lack of boundaries in resource usage, virtualization was 

introduced (Kubernetes 2020). In virtualized deployment the interaction between applications 

is prevented with virtual machines (VM’s) and as a result, one application has no free access 

to other application’s information (Kubernetes 2020). Virtual machine runs all the necessary 

components and has its own operating system, on top of the virtualized hardware (Kubernetes 

2020). Additionally, virtualization allows to add and update applications easily and is more 

scalable (Kubernetes 2020). 

 

Containers are a lightweight version of virtual machines because they have relaxed isolation 

properties to share the operating system among the other applications (Kubernetes 2020). Like 

VM, container has its own filesystem, CPU, memory, process space, et cetera, but as a 

difference, container is portable across clouds and OS distributions because they are 

decoupled from the underlying infrastructure (Kubernetes 2020). Additionally, containers 

have many other features such as quick and easy rollbacks, agile application creation and 

deployment as well as environmental consistency across development, testing and production 

(Kubernetes 2020). 

 

 

4.2 Collecting of data 

 

Most of the gathered data used in this study is qualitative data such as interview data in the 

form of notes and other textual data from existing documents. According to Goodrick and 

Rogers (2015, p. 561) “Qualitative data allow readers to gain an understanding that goes 

beyond descriptive and inferential statistics.” Rest of the gathered data used in this study is 

quantitative in a form of statistics. 

 

Researcher informally became familiar with the topic by discussing with other employees of 

Telia Inmics-Nebula and Telia Finland Oyj. In that way the researcher got a good baseline to 
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understand ICT-industry, services of Telia Inmics-Nebula, container-based technology and 

case company’s interests for this study. After the researcher had a clear vision of the research 

questions and the theoretical framework used in the study, more formal interviews were held. 

 

Interviews were necessary for two reasons. First, usage of container-based technology is 

relatively new, also the evolution and development of it is so fast that there are not much up-

to-date data available. Second, from the interviews the researcher got an explicit and solid 

illustration of Telia Inmics-Nebula’s container-based hosting service’s life cycle. 

 

All the interviews were made one interviewee at a time by phone using Microsoft Teams. Few 

days before interview, PowerPoint-presentation of the research questions and the theorical 

framework of the study were given for interviewee with interview’s questions. All the 

interviews were held in Finnish and interviews lasted approximately 1,5 hours. The shortest 

interview was 45 minutes and the longest one was 2 hours and 30 minutes. The researcher 

wrote notes during the interview and interviewees were able to see in real-time screen capture 

of the written text which gave them the possibility to correct notes for possible errors.  

 

Interviewees were chosen from different levels of organization with variable job descriptions 

for greater diversity in views and know-how. All the interviewees with their job description 

can be seen from Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Interviewees 

 

 

The interview with CEO Kekäläinen focused only on the ICT-industry and Telia Inmics-

Nebula on an overall level. The researcher’s aim of the interview with Kekäläinen was to get 

a good overview of state and future from both Telia Inmics-Nebula and ICT-industry. 
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All the other interviews focused on container-based technology, Managed Kubernetes and the 

value creation of Managed Kubernetes. The researcher’s aim for all the other interviews was 

to get a more detailed view of features of container-based technology and Managed 

Kubernetes as well as to understand the stages that Managed Kubernetes’ service production 

includes. In the interviews, the theoretical framework of customer journey mapping were used 

as a tool when asking questions and creating the value chain of Managed Kubernetes later in 

this thesis. 

 

Rest of the data used in this study were surveys, inquiries and research made by Telia Inmics-

Nebula and other private organizations such as Datalounges Oy, Diamanti, Gartner, Portworx 

and Aqua Security. The data was gathered from professionals and database of Telia Inmics-

Nebula and Telia Finland Oyj. These surveys, inquiries and research gave both qualitative and 

quantitative data of container-based technology. 

 

 

4.3 Data analysis 

 

Gathered data used in this study has been analyzed using descriptive method. Descriptive 

analysis method focuses on summarizing the information into a form where it can be 

compared and contrasted (Goodrick & Rogers 2015, p. 572). 

 

The data has been contrasted to theoretical framework for the most part. The data has also 

been compared to other data, such as statistics, research results, news and other similar data to 

find both disparity and similarity. The process of analyzing the data is presented in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17. Data analysis 

 

 

Answers given by CEO Kekäläinen has been contrasted to news, research and statistics about 

ICT-industry. All the other interview data has been contrasted to theory of value creation and 

value chain. All the answers from interviews have been compared to each other in order to 

find similarity and disparity. 

 

Data from surveys, inquiries and research made by Telia Inmics-Nebula and other private 

organizations have been compared to both among each other and to interview data. The data 

from these surveys, inquiries and research has also been contrasted to theoretical framework 

of this study as well. 
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5 FINDINGS 

 

This is the second and last chapter of empirical part of this study. In this chapter the case 

company’s container-based virtualized hosting service Managed Kubernetes is applied to the 

theoretical framework. First, the value of Managed Kubernetes and its fit within its industry is 

presented. After that, Managed Kubernetes’ value chain and its analysis are introduced. 

 

 

5.1 Value of Managed Kubernetes 

 

In terms of 40 fundamental elements of B2B value, Managed Kubernetes offers value on 

every level of pyramid and nearly for every element. On table stakes most value is offered for 

“regulatory compliance” and “meeting specifications” because Managed Kubernetes can be 

tailored for many kinds of use and meets even the highest classification standards in Finland. 

“Ethical standards” are fulfilled as all the Telia’s business is guided by Code of Responsible 

Business Conduct. Price of Managed Kubernetes is acceptable, but relatively high due to 

customer-oriented approach, which requires lot of planning and time 

 

On functional -level of the pyramid Managed Kubernetes creates economic value with 

“improved top line” and “cost reduction” in a long run, but it is more a result from container-

based technology and its orchestration than Managed Kubernetes itself. However, Managed 

Kubernetes is top quality “pay as you go”-product which creates value by increasing 

performance with its high quality and scalability. 

 

Most of the value offered by Managed Kubernetes is from Ease of doing business level of the 

pyramid. According to Sami Mikkonen, “containers are designed for deployment”, which 

means from productivity’s point of view that there is less manual work in coding, testing and 

releasing (DevOps), which reduces effort and creates time savings. Not only is the application 

development (DevOps) faster and needs less work, but there is much less manual work in 

fixing, updating and controlling the existing unity (Ops) as well. According to Juho Saari, “in 

overall the time savings in Ops can be relocated to DevOps, which means there is more time 
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to creative and developing work”. Distribution of workloads between traditional virtualization 

and container-based is presented in Figure 18. 

 

 

Figure 18. Created time savings 

 

 

Less manual work overall decreases human mistakes, which decreases hassles. From an 

operational point of view, Managed Kubernetes simplifies usage as environment’s all the 

necessary maintenance, updates and security are outsourced and customer can fully focus on 

use of it. Managed Kubernetes’ possibilities to be integrated are nearly limitless, as it is 

always tailored for customer needs, customer’s existing environment and can be deployed to 

customer’s own infrastructure, public cloud (for an example AWS’, Google’s or Azure’s) or 

Telia Inmics-Nebula’s own Cloud9. Managed Kubernetes creates strategic value by its reach, 

flexibility and risk reduction as well. Possible ways to deploy Managed Kubernetes are 

presented in Figure 19., Figure 20. and Figure 21. 
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Figure 19. Managed Kubernetes in customer's own infrastructure 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Managed Kubernetes in public cloud 
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Figure 21. Managed Kubernetes in Cloud9 

 

 

There is not much subjective value that Managed Kubernetes offers to decision-makers. 

However, on the individual level of the pyramid, Managed Kubernetes reduces a lot of 

anxiety. Container-based technology is so new and in high demand that professionals to help 

with problems of it are not enough available, but Managed Kubernetes solves those problems. 

 

On the inspirational level of the pyramid, Managed Kubernetes gives hope and strengthens 

the vision that fast evolving and developing container-based technology can be handled 

despite the challenges. This is important because usage of containers is starting to become the 

new standard and customers are looking for solutions to solve problems long-term. 

 

 

5.2 Competitive advantage of Managed Kubernetes 
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In terms of industry structure and Porter’s five forces, there are many factors that affect Telia 

Inmics-Nebula’s circumstances to operate and gain profits. There is only one supplier for 

Managed Kubernetes, Google. Substitutes are unknown, but the threat of them is relatively 

small. This is due to the following dynamics; currently containers are the substitute for VM’s 

and substitute for containers have not been invented yet. Start-ups and other companies on 

ICT-industry can be seen potential entrants as demand of services for container-based 

technology is higher than supply. In reference to the scope of the research, buyers consist of 

small and medium sized enterprises. 

 

Telia Inmics-Nebula is competing with many companies that can be divided in four segments. 

Consultants-segment consists of companies such as Nordcloud and Eficore, which focus on 

consulting, and the price of their services is determined by hours consulted. Hyperscalers are 

huge global cloud service companies like Google, AWS and Azure which offer additional 

services to be used with their own platforms and have their own public clouds as well. Server 

capacity houses are companies like Valtti, Fujitsu and CGI which offer same kind of ICT-

services for B2B-customers like Telia Inmics-Nebula itself. The last segment consists of 

hundreds of small and local ICT-service providers that have taken on the care of own local 

customers’ needs in ICT-services for the long-term. Five force analysis of Telia Inmics-

Nebula can be seen in Figure 18. 
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Figure 22. Telia Inmics-Nebula five forces analysis 

 

In terms of determinants of the five forces and how they affect on Telia Inmics-Nebula, 

bargaining power of suppliers does not affect negatively, because the used “raw material” 

Google’s Kubernetes is open-sourced and therefore free. However, it is possible for Google to 

end updating Kubernetes or start offering it for a fee, but it is unlikely as the whole idea of 

Kubernetes is to be a platform business. 

 

Open-sourced and therefore free platform lowers the barrier of potential new entrants to start 

offering their own services based on it. This is particularly possible if the new entrant just 

offers consulting, but larger business needs capital and existing competitors will probably go 

after their lost customers because the rivalry among existing companies is already intense. 

 

Although the demand of container-based technology is high and there is not much up-to-date 

know-how available, buyers have relatively much bargaining power, but it highly depends on 

what customers are looking for. For example, if a buyer wants containers and an infrastructure 
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with public cloud capabilities, but needs a guarantee that their data is in Finland and handling 

is done in Finland, then Telia Inmics-Nebula’s Managed Kubernetes and Cloud9 is the only 

option. This is necessary for companies that are, for example, in banking and financial 

institutions or subordinates for defence forces and government of Finland. Considering 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the location of the data and handling is also 

relevant. Google already have a data center in Hamina, but Google cannot guarantee that data 

handling is done in Finland and therefore putting sensitive data in Google’s public cloud is 

risky. 

 

If buyers have low standards for the service they are looking for, there is much to choose 

from. Buyers’ knowledge of container-based technology varies a lot, which should be noted, 

because it is a double-edged sword. Buyers who know both challenges and benefits of 

container-based technology will appreciate the high quality of Managed Kubernetes, but will 

also be demanding and be aware of the market price. In turn, buyers with less knowledge may 

stick to old manners or go for the cheaper choice, but with right the argumentation more profit 

can be gained. It is notable, that even though Managed Kubernetes is a high quality service 

and offers lots of benefits for its customers, in nearly every case, it is still just a support 

product which makes things easier, and not “the must have”, and therefore buyers gain more 

bargaining power. 

 

Demand of container-based technology is increasing and there is diversity among 

competitors. Telia Inmics-Nebulas know-how is not as good as firms of consultants-segment, 

but Managed Kubernetes is a comprehensive service with a monthly fee, which enables 

buyers to predict the costs in the long run. Hyperscalers offer their services cheaper, but they 

require more effort and know-how from customers and their services cannot be integrated as 

easily as Managed Kubernetes and some of them cannot be integrated at all. Among ICT-

service providers like Telia Inmics-Nebula itself, most of the competitors do not have same 

kind of service or as good as Managed Kubernetes to offer and those who have, are focusing 

on bigger customers. Companies from Small & Local-segment have a long history and 

therefore strong relationships with their customers, but Managed Kubernetes can compete 

against them with high quality. Overall, know-how of network management and as Telia 

Inmics-Nebula is owned by Telia Finland Oyj, the network management itself, are assets that 
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none of the competitor can correspond to. All the elements of industry structure and the 

determinants can be seen in Figure 19. 

 

 

 

Figure 23. Elements and determinants of industry structure 

 

 

In reference to rivalry among existing competitors, customer needs and Telia Inmics-Nebula’s 

both strengths and weaknesses, Telia Inmics-Nebula’s competitive strategy should be 

differentiation. Own network management, know-how of network management and Cloud9 

are assets that create value and no other competitor can correspond to. Telia Inmics-Nebula 

can offer comprehensive, easily integrated and tailored service, which as whole is better than 
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most others on the market. Due to a lot of tailoring, Telia Inmics-Nebula cannot compete with 

price against hyperscalers, and consultants are better at hourly-based consultant work. 

 

5.3 Value chain of Managed Kubernetes 

 

In supporting activities, firm infrastructure consists of Telia Inmics-Nebula’s general 

management, accounting, finance and other activities that are necessary for the entire 

company, but in addition to Porter’s value chain, premises, machine halls and equipment’s 

like computers are included. Included in external networks, strong co-operation with 

Datalounges Oy is significant for developing Managed Kubernetes. As the impact of firm 

infrastructure and external networks for Managed Kubernetes’s value creation are explicit and 

direct, the dotted lines have been extended to cover them. Similarly, to Porter’s value chain, 

human resource management, technology development and procurement all have supporting 

role in Managed Kubernetes’ value creation. However, excluding technology development, 

they have less impact than external networks and firm infrastructure. 

 

Primary activities start from marketing & sales, in which the need for a solution is recognized 

by Telia Inmics-Nebula’s professionals and sometimes by the customer itself. The need stems 

from when the customers have either already gotten a new software or they are planning to 

get a new one. After the need is recognized, salespeople tell customers shortly about the 

possible solution. 

 

In a feasibility study & pilot, Telia Inmics-Nebula’s consultants come along with customer 

and salespeople to figure out which kind of starting point do customers have and what do 

customers already know about container-based technology. According to Lasse Kurkela, there 

is diversity in customers’ starting points and knowledge, “some customers have just heard 

something cool about containers and the other end already have everything necessary but are 

interested in to outsource security and control”. When the starting point is known, customers’ 

willingness, more detailed needs and preparedness are figured out, along with roles and 

responsibilities. At this point, a pilot is launched to demonstrate the tailored Managed 

Kubernetes for the customer. 
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If the customer is interested, design of new service is started. At this point, needed actions 

vary a lot depending on the starting point and the needs of the customer. However, road map 

of activities is always planned to get a more detailed view on what steps are needed to fulfil 

the customer’s needs. If the customer’s starting point is zero, everything starts from mapping 

the needed capacity and how to integrate Managed Kubernetes in the customer’s existing 

infrastructure. Additional modules are chosen as well to fulfil the needed functionality. For 

example, Prometheus is a resource and performance metric tool, Fluent gathers log files, and 

with Ingress IT-traffic can be navigated. The place of deployment, either public cloud, Telia 

Inmics-Nebula’s own Cloud9 or customer’s own infrastructure is chosen as well. 

 

In operations the planned road map is executed, in which one or more Kubernetes-clusters are 

built, configurations are made and chosen modules are attached. A security check is done and 

the recently built new service is verified as a whole and it fulfils the customer’s needs. 

 

If everything has gone as planned, handover of Managed Kubernetes is done, in which new 

Managed Kubernetes is deployed, customer is educated to its use and therefore customer can 

start using it. When customer uses Managed Kubernetes, Telia Inmics-Nebula’s professionals 

take care of the security, control and will fix problems if appeared. Kubernetes’ minor update 

is installed at least four times a year. In minor updates, some functionalities might be removed 

or replaced by new ones, but despite that the customer’s needs will be fulfilled one way or 

another. Functionalities to be removed from Kubernetes are known approximately 9 months 

before. Operating systems and Kubernetes’ information security updates are installed at least 

two times a month, and more often if needed. 

 

At the end of primary use servers are destroyed and shut down. All the controls are removed, 

and possible backups are removed as well. 

 

Margin and brand equity are the last part of the chain and its impact on creating value may 

change over time. Profit can be made with Porter’s traditional way were difference between 

input and output is positive and brand’s impact is to be built over time on top of it. The value 

chain of Managed Kubernetes can be seen in Figure 20. 
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Figure 24. Value chain of Managed Kubernetes 

 

 

 

5.4 Value chain analysis of Managed Kubernetes 

 

In primary activities, marketing & sales’ role in value chain is to actively look for 

opportunities and communicate with customers. This part of the value chain is in a key role in 

switching over to feasibility study & pilot. 

 

For avoiding biggest possible disasters, which are information security incidents, both 

feasibility study & pilot and handover are the most important parts of the value chain. Most of 

the security incidents that happen with containers are the result of misunderstandings and lack 

of know-how. Because roles, and therefore responsibilities, are different than in traditional 

virtualization, strong mutual understanding must be achieved in those parts of the value chain. 

 

For Telia Inmics-Nebula’s own value creation, design of new service is the most important 

part. In this part of the value chain Telia Inmics-Nebula have the biggest opportunity to affect 

the rest of the service’s lifecycle. When designing the new service with the customer, all the 

hidden customer needs should be found in order to both avoid possible shortcomings later and 

gain bigger profits with offering more encompassing services. 
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In the long run, product use & service have a key role, because Managed Kubernetes is 

offered on a monthly fee. Use & service takes care that the customer’s needs are fulfilled, and 

customer feedback can help developing Managed Kubernetes even better. 

 

Operations and end of primary use are parts of value chain, which do not provide any specific 

value, but their significance will be recognized when problems occur in them. This means that 

the customer assumes that delivered service is as is agreed, and everything is cleared in the 

end. However, if that does not happen, damages can be serious. 

 

In supporting activities, firm infrastructure has an interesting and unique part in the value 

chain, because it is an enabler, creates value for customer and provides necessary supportive 

role. In a role of enabler, firm infrastructure offers cloud9 and network management which 

helps sales & marketing. Cloud9 and network management create unique value for customer 

and in necessary supportive role everything in a value chain relies on it. 

 

External networks and technology development support the entire value chain hand-in-hand. 

External networks provide the input from both customers and business partners and 

technology development will put them into action. 

 

Human resource management and procurement have only indirect impact on value chain. 

However, they can indirectly create much value for an example with good recruiting and with 

trustworthy purchases. 

 

Margin and brand equity are the last part of the value chain. A good brand can impact the 

customer’s view of Managed Kubernetes and Telia Inmics-Nebula overall by increasing their 

willingness and their trust. With optimized margin, Telia Inmics-Nebula can create value for 

itself. 

 

Employees have hidden, but significant key role in the value chain. The whole ICT-industry 

strongly relies on professional expertise, and Managed Kubernetes is not an exception. 

Automatization of manual routine work and create explicit defined processes would both 
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make employees work more interesting and time savings could be relocated to tasks that no 

machine could do. 
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6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

This is the first chapter of the last part of this study and presents conclusions and discussion. 

First, compact answers for every research question are introduced. After that, the analysis of 

results and discussion are presented. Lastly, deliberation of possible future research ends this 

chapter. 

 

 

6.1 Answering the research questions 

 

To guide this study to clear objectives, three research questions were formulated. This study 

aimed to define what is the main value that container-based virtualized hosting services 

provide, express the value creation in a form of chain and determine the most important parts 

of that created value chain. Research questions and answers to them based on the research 

made are presented next. 

 

1. What kind of value do container-based hosting services provide? 

 

Container-based technology itself is the answer for needed faster and more cost-efficient 

application development, but difficulties of control and security comes with it. Managed 

Kubernetes solves those problems with control and security. The most important element of 

value that Managed Kubernetes provides is its flexibility. Meaning, that regardless of the 

customer’s needs and infrastructure, Managed Kubernetes can be always tailored. This is a 

huge advantage because there are only a few competitors who can do that. Cloud9 serves that 

last piece of complete flexibility, as it fulfils even the highest classification standards for 

customers who either want it or are obliged by law to use it. On that account, Managed 

Kubernetes’ competitive strategy should be differentiation. 

 

 

2. What kind of value-chain do container-based hosting services have? 
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Managed Kubernetes’ value chain’s supporting activities are procurement, external networks, 

firm infrastructure, technology development and human resource management. Primary 

activities are sales & marketing, feasibility study & pilot, design of new service, operations, 

handover, product use & service and end of primary use. Last part of the Managed 

Kubernetes’ value chain is margin and brand equity. Managed Kubernetes’ value chain is 

presented in Figure 25. 

 

 

 

Figure 25. Managed Kubernetes' value chain 

 

 

3. What are the most important parts of the value-chain of container-based hosting 

services? 

 

The most important parts of the value chain are feasibility study & pilot, design of new 

service and product use & service. Feasibility study & pilot lays the groundwork for future 

co-operation and for most importantly, roles and therefore responsibilities are made clear to 

avoid security incidents. In design of new service Telia Inmics-Nebula can affect the whole 

life cycle of the Managed Kubernetes the most and is therefore listed. For gaining customer 

satisfaction and therefore profits in a longer time span, product use & service has the biggest 
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impact. It is notable, that employees’ professional expertise has a hidden key role through-out 

the value chain. 

 

6.2 Analysing the results and discussion 

 

These results define more explicitly both container-based technology’s and Managed 

Kubernetes’ value, and Managed Kubernetes’ competitive advantage and its value chain. This 

is important, because there was lot of knowledge, understanding and views among case 

company’s professionals, but more detailed study has not been done before. 

 

The results of Managed Kubernetes’ main value will give good baseline to Telia Inmics-

Nebula to start offer Managed Kubernetes and develop it over time. Formed value chain and 

value chain analysis will help Telia Inmics-Nebula to develop its processes and increase its 

automatization in Managed Kubernetes’ life cycle. 

 

Although container-based technology is not relatively new, its wide use is, and therefore 

much research about it has not been done. However, there is similarity in this study’s results 

to earlier research of container-based technology’s strengths and weaknesses. It is notable, 

that container-based technology’s development is fast, which should be taken into 

consideration when comparing to other research. 

 

 

6.3 Future research 

 

Demand of everything related to clouds is increasing and  in its current form Managed 

Kubernetes goes well with it. However, platform-businesses’ state is strong in today’s world 

and it should be considered if Managed Kubernetes could be developed to be more like 

platform for its customers. In platform businesses customers role is not consume value, but to 

create it. In Managed Kubernetes’ case there just should be everything necessary available 

and customers would do the rest. If that would work, there would be less work for Telia 

Inmics-Nebula and more value for customers. 
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As a smaller step of development, for different kind of needs tailored packages of Managed 

Kubernetes should be considered. Not all the customers need just for them tailored Managed 

Kubernetes and therefore are not ready to pay premium price if less would be enough. Lower 

price would lower the barrier to buy the service and when realizing its worth, additional 

services could be added later. 
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7 SUMMARY 

 

For increasing demand of container-based technology and its disruptive affection for ICT-

companies business, it was important to conduct this research and create a baseline for Telia 

Inmics-Nebula to help develop Managed Kubernetes before its launch and therefore help 

respond more accurately to demand. To achieve that, three research questions were 

formulated which guided research towards clearly defined goals. This thesis’ aims were to 

figure out what is the main value of Managed Kubernetes, how Managed Kubernetes’ value is 

created in a form of chain and what are the most important parts of Managed Kubernetes’ 

value chain.  

 

Study was made using qualitative and exploratory case method. Theoretical framework based 

on literature was done and this specific case was applied to it. Data used in this thesis were 

mainly qualitative and it was gathered from interviews made in the case company for the most 

part. Previously made surveys, inquiries and statistics were used as well. Gathered data were 

analysed from theoretical framework of the study for the most part, and data were compared 

among each other to find both similarity and disparity. 

 

It was discovered that Managed Kubernetes can flexibly fulfil even the highest requirements 

in demand, which is its biggest strength as no other company can do that in Finland. Due to 

that, it was found out that Managed Kubernetes’ competitive strategy should be 

differentiation. It was discovered that newly formed value chain of Managed Kubernetes’ 

parts in supporting activities were procurement, external networks, firm infrastructure, 

technology development and human resource management. It was stated that primary 

activities of value chain were sales & marketing, feasibility study & pilot, design of new 

service, operations, handover, product use & service and end of primary use in that order from 

start to end of the Managed Kubernetes’ life cycle. Last part of the Managed Kubernetes’ 

value chain were margin and brand equity. As a result of deeper analysis of the value chain, 

the most important parts were appointed to be feasibility study & pilot, design of new service 

and product use & service. 
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Appendix 1. Interview questions 1 

 

Interview questions 

Phone interview in Microsoft Teams 

Interviewee: Jarno Kekäläinen 

 

Telia Inmics-Nebula 

How long have you been a CEO of Telia Inmics-Nebula? 

How much was the revenue of Telia Inmics-Nebula in 2019? 

If you had to choose three adjectives to describe Telia Inmics-Nebula, what would they be? 

What are the biggest strengths of Telia Inmics-Nebula compared to competitors? 

What are the biggest weaknesses of Telia Inmics-Nebula compared to competitors? 

What are the main targets of Telia Inmics-Nebula in a short period of time? 

 

ICT-industry 

 

How ICT-industry has changed in last 5 years? 

How ICT-industry is going to change in next 5 years? 

What is the biggest trend of the ICT-industry at the moment? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix 2, Interview questions 2 

 

Interview questions 

Phone interview in Microsoft Teams 

Interviewees: Jukka Huhtanen, Lasse Kurkela, Sami Mikkonen & Juho Saari 

 

Telia Inmics-Nebula 

Tell me about your job in Telia Inmics-Nebula please? 

Tell me about your background in ICT-industry please? 

Anything else worth mentioning? 

 

Container-based technology overall 

For what reasons customers are so interested in about container-based technology? 

What specific strengths does container-based technology have? 

What specific weaknesses does container-based technology have? 

Who are the main competitors for us? 

Anything else worth mentioning? 

 

Value of Managed Kubernetes 

What specific strengths and additional services does Managed Kubernetes have compared to 

competitors? 

What specific weaknesses and absence does Managed Kubernetes have compared to 

competitors? 

Anything else worth mentioning? 

 

Customer journey mapping: Case Managed Kubernetes 

 

From where does it start? 

What are the next steps what does they include? 

Where does the service’s life-cycle end what happens then? 

 

Managed Kubernetes – production, development and maintanence 



 

 

 

 

What kind of inboud logistics does Managed Kubernetes have? 

What kind of operations does Managed Kubernetes have? 

Which kind of outboud logistics Managed Kubernetes have? 

How Managed Kubernetes is sold and marketed? 

What kind of service does Managed Kubernetes have? 

How Managed Kubernetes is developed in next two years? 

Anything else worth mentioning? 

 


